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Today

• Brief overview of PPPs
• Some examples
• London School of Commerce and 

partnerships
• And a few questions ….



Is there a framework to assist our understanding? 

• What might constitute ‘private’ - blurring:

– for profit and not-for-profit

– public investment in private

– faith based and other foundations

– Anything that isn’t public 

• What is ‘public-private’ or ‘partnership’?

– between institutions, between institutions and investors

– for the award of a qualification

– for investment (infrastructure, outreach, recruitment)

– contracting out delivery of state services



International teaching partnerships 

Three broad types
• Institution has in-country presence

– Campuses 
– Support centres

• Contracted out programme delivery eg through
– Validation
– Franchising
– Licensing 
– Twinning and articulation 

• Distance learning 
…….. or any mix of all or some of the above, including 

supported by ‘flying faculty’



International partnerships



India: survey of foreign partnerships for degree delivery 
by country (230 patnerships)

UK 86 37%
USA 79 34%
Australia 15 7%
Canada 12 5%
Switzerland 6 3%
Germany 5 2%
France 2 1%
Others 25 11%
Total 230 100%

Total of 641 programmes of which 384 at 
degree level and 257 sub-degree levels



Types of Collaboration Nos of programmes
reporting*

Collaboration with franchisee provisions 65

Collaboration with joint provision 92

Collaboration with twinning and 
articulation arrangements

216

Collaborations as a study centre 25

This implies between 10,000 and 20,000 Indian TNE students spend
some time studying outside India as part of partnership programme

*nb total size of survey: 641 programmes

Foreign education partnerships in India



Mode of delivery for FEP programmes in India

Face-to-Face Flying 
tutor

Distance 
Mode

Online 
DeliveryFT PT

Nos 
Programmes

569 42 78 60 17













Some international campuses



University of 
Nottingham,

UK 

Malaysian private 
investment

Boustead Group
(Lembaga Tabung
Angkatan Tentera)



University of 
Liverpool

Suzhou 
Industrial Park
(China-S’pore)

Laureate US
Xi’an Jiaotong 

University



GUC is established in cooperation with the State Universities of Ulm and 
Stuttgart, under the patronage of the Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education, 
the Ministry of Science, Research and Arts, State of Baden-Wuerttemberg, 
Germany, and supported by the German Academic Exchange Service 
(DAAD), the German Embassy in Cairo, the Arab/German Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce (AHK), the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research, Germany, The State University of Tuebingen and The State 
University of Mannheim

DAAD
State of Baden-
Wuerttemberg

Federal 
Ministry of 

Education and 
Research, 

German 
Embassy, Cairo

Arab-German 
Chamber of 
Industry and 
Commerce

Universities
Ulm, 

Stuttgart,
Tuebingen, 
Mannheim

Egyptian 
private sector

German University of Cairo

The partners …….







But all that glitters ……….





Singapore-Hopkins partnership ends in a volley of 
fault-finding.

(INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE)





US for-profit HEIs – recent press comments



and if all else fails ……………….





The UK, the private sector and partnerships



US institutions in London ......



Overseas delivered Flexible/ DL Totals
campus other 

Grand Total 9885 265800 112385 388135
Malaysia 2930 34570 5035 42535
Singapore 0 26965 13390 40355
Pakistan 0 21040 2105 23145
Hong Kong (SAR) 120 11435 10590 22165
Nigeria 0 12755 2905 15670
China 3515 10270 1225 15010
Ireland 0 7855 6115 13970
Ghana 0 12015 1405 13420
Trinidad 0 6545 6535 13080
Greece 0 9025 2650 11675
Russia 0 1040 8510 9550
UAE 1970 2895 2505 7370
India 740 5165 1465 7370
Egypt 0 5945 715 6660

Overseas delivered programmes from UK HEIs
(HESA 2008-09)



The UK Independent Sector

•Grown rapidly over last 10 years – London centric

•Most recruit only international students

•Possibly 100,000 enrolled 

•Many offer programmes validated by UK HEIs

•Increasing numbers foreign providers setting up

•New visa regime has had impact 



The UK independent HE sector

•Student fees are only revenue source
•Quality is central – both to meet academic 
standards and deliver the student experience
•Large majority of students are international
•Manage to strict cost control

•Efficient processes 

•High conversion rates for recruitment



Private sector providers in the UK ..........



A public – private relationship that 
works, in UK and internationally



London School of Commerce 

DEGREE programmes offered: 
Bachelor; Master/MBA ; Professional Doctorate

Business, management, finance, law
Partner universities:

–UWIC
–Gloucester
–East London

±5,000 international students
from >130 countries
±3,000 on MBA programme



LSC Group
Kuala Lumpur Dhaka

Colombo

Belgrade

Nairobi





Kuala Lumpur



Dhaka





















Why does the relationship work well?

FORMAL
SYSTEMS

INFORMAL
RELATIONSHIPS

UWIC 
VICE CHANCELLOR

CEO
LSC

STAFF

STAFF

TRUSTTRUST



The UWIC-LSC Formal Relationship

• Exam and Course Boards meet every 4 months
• UWIC VC’s Special Adviser oversees the relationship –

ensures compliance
• Regular contact with Dhaka and KL

– Visits
– Routine video conferences

• UWIC staff in LSC (ever day!)
• Structure of programmes (8m + 4m)
• Strong supervisory support (50 external supervisors for 

MBAs)
• High use of on-line systems: access to UWIC systems 

and use of Blackboard



•Strong professional and personal UWIC-LSC  
relationships

•Close and shared involvement in programme 
delivery

•Confidence and trust built up over time

•UWIC gained confidence that LSC internal 
systems are robust



……. the UWIC quality police inspect Dhaka!



Competition or mutual benefit?

UWIC benefits:
•Enhanced global profile and brand
•Very effective recruitment model
•Additional students on Cardiff programmes
•Understanding how to deliver partnerships
•Enhanced staff experiences 
•Revenue



Competition or mutual benefit?

LSC benefits
•Quality programmes delivered to QAA requirements

•UWIC provides excellent academic support

•Enhancement of its brand

•Close supportive relationship for students

•Developed robust control systems

•Revenue



The students:
•Benefit from quality assured UK programme

•High pass rate

•Short time scale

•Competitively priced

Would they have come to UK/UWIC if LSC did not 
exist?
•London is attractive destination – family, employment

•LSC offer is very cost-effective

•Attracted by LSC with its student-focused marketing



Relationships between independent and state 
sectors in collaborative teaching

•There are close and professional relationship with 
validating universities

•Very limited contact of UK independent sector and the 
various representative bodies

•Independent sector treated as homogenous – no 
differentiation

•Many leading UK state sector HEIs willing to collaborate 
with foreign private sector internationally - but not in UK



Some questions:

• What is the shelf-life for international collaborative delivery 
and validation programmes?

• Should HEFCE treat UK private sector providers in similar 
way to public?

• Why are there no large UK higher education enterprises cf
Laureate or Kaplan? Should there be?

• Will some current UK public HEIs become ‘private’ (for-profit 
or not-for-profit?)

• Will there be an increase in independent providers in UK 
(dominated by US?)



Many thanks!

Dr Neil Kemp
neil.kemp@nkeducation.com


